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Multi-Asset Option Pricing with Exponential
Le´vy Processes and the Mellin Transform
D.J. Manuge
Abstract Exponential Le´vy processes have been used for modelling financial deriva-
tives because of their ability to exhibit many empirical features of markets. Using
their multidimensional analog, a general analytic pricing formula is obtained, allow-
ing for the direct valuation of multi-asset options on n ∈ Z+ risky assets. By provid-
ing alternate expressions for multi-asset option payoffs, the general pricing formula
can reduce to many popular cases, including American basket options which are
considered herein. This work extends previous results of basket options to dimen-
sions n≥ 3 and more generally, to payoff functions that satisfy Lipschitz continuity.
1 Introduction
Thorough empirical studies have shown that financial markets exhibit skewness,
kurtosis, an absence of autocorrelation in price increments, finite variance, aggre-
gational normality, and have an ability to change discontinuously [12]. To capture
these features, exponential Le´vy processes are chosen to represent the asset model
driving option prices. In much of the related literature, the focus is on solving option
prices in terms of asset log-prices. For example, it is well known that by using vari-
able transformations in the Black-Scholes equation, the problem reduces to solving
a diffusion equation. However, with the Mellin transform one can circumvent this
and solve the partial differential equation (PDE) directly. Despite this, the Mellin
transform has only recently been considered in a financial context.
In 2002, Cruz-Ba´ez and Gonza´lez-Rodrı´guez pioneered the method of using
Mellin transforms to solve the associated PDE for a European call option [3]. In
2004, Panini and Srivastav use the Mellin transform method to solve for the Euro-
pean put, American put, European basket put (n = 2 underlying assets), and Amer-
ican basket put (n = 2) [8, 9]. In all of these cases, volatility is assumed constant,
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dividends are omitted, and the underlying asset model is assumed to be geometric
Brownian motion (GBM). By incorporating a general Le´vy process, the associated
problem becomes a partial integro-differential equation (PIDE), and the solutions to
the aforementioned models can be obtained as special cases.
Thus, the objective of this manuscript is to provide a general option pricing model
in the context of Mellin transforms. We derive an analytic formula for multi-asset
European and American options with n∈ Z+ underlying risky assets represented by
multidimensional exponential Le´vy processes. Since the only restriction placed on
the payoff function is Lipschitz continuity, many other well-known payoffs can be
applied to the formula. As an application, an alternative expression for basket pay-
offs is given, enabling the reduction to popular option formulas such as the general-
ized Black-Scholes-Merton. However, numerous other special cases are attainable.
This manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the neccessary
mathematical terminology used to construct and solve the pricing formula. In sec-
tion 3, the pricing PIDE is solved in the general case, while section 4 provides an
application to American basket options.
2 Preliminaries
To state the asset pricing model and derive the associated option formula, we must
introduce Le´vy processes and the Mellin transform. The following overview consid-
ers their multidimensional cases, which are necessary to simulate multiple underly-
ing assets.
2.1 Le´vy processes
A Le´vy process L is a stochastic process with independent and stationary increments
[7]. In the multidimensional case, it has a representation given by Lt = (Lt1, ...,Ltn)′.
Let u¯∈Rn, excess return µ¯ ∈Rn, covariance matrix Σ ∈Rn×n be symmetric positive
definite, and ν be a measure concentrated on Rn/{0}. A probability law η of a real-
valued random variable L has characteristic exponentΨ(u¯) :=− 1t log(E[e
iu¯Lt ]) such
that,
Φ(u¯;t) =
∫
Rn
eiu¯
′yη(dy) = e−tΨ (u¯) (1)
iff there exists a triplet (µ¯ ,Σ ,ν) such that,
Ψ (u¯) =−iu¯′µ¯ + 1
2
u¯′Σ u¯+
∫
Rn
(1− eiu¯
′y + iu¯′y1(|y|<1))ν(dy). (2)
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Equation (2) is known as the Le´vy-Khintchine formula [7]. Alternatively, Le´vy pro-
cesses can be expressed by their Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition, which extends naturally
to higher dimensions as,
Lti = µit +σiWti +
t∫
0
∫
|y|≥1
yηLi(ds,dy)+
t∫
0
∫
|y|<1
y(ηLi −νLi)(ds,dy) (3)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The Le´vy measure ν of Lt satisfies,
∫
Rn
min(1,y2)ν(dy)< ∞ (4)
with ν({0}) = 0. To incorporate correlation between the Brownian motions of the
process, let σ ∈ Rn×n be a diagonal matrix of volatilities σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ρ ∈
Rn×n be a correlation matrix with ρi j = corr(dWi,dWj) ∈ [−1,1] such that Σ =
σρσ .
2.2 The Mellin transform
In order to solve the associated PIDE for the option price, the multidimensional
Mellin transform is required. For a thorough treatment of the transform and its prop-
erties, see [1, 11].
Definition 1 (Mellin Transform). Let x¯ = (x1, ..,xn)′ and w¯ = (w1, ..,wn)′. For a
function f (x¯)∈Rn+ the multidimensional Mellin transform is the complex function,
1
ˆf (w¯) := M { f (x¯); w¯}=
∫
Rn+
f (x¯)x¯w¯−1dx¯. (5)
The largest domain in which ˆf is analytic is known as the fundamental strip and is
often denoted by 〈a¯0, a¯∞〉. Consider the inverse scenario; the Mellin transform of a
function is known, and one wishes to recover the original function. For a function
ˆf (w¯) ∈Cn it can be shown under general conditions that an inverse f (x¯) ∈ Rn+ not
only exists, but is also unique (for a given fundamental strip).
Theorem 1 (Mellin Inversion Theorem). Let w¯ =(w1, ..,wn)′, x¯ =(x1, ...,xn)′, and
ˆf (w¯) ∈ Cn be analytic on γ = n×
j=1
γ j defined by γ j = {a j + ib j : a j ∈ R,b j = ±∞}
with a j ∈ℜ(w j) = 〈a0j ,a∞j 〉. Suppose
∫
R
ˆf (a¯+ i¯b)d ¯b is absolutely convergent. Then,
f (x¯) = M−1{ ˆf (w¯); x¯}= (2pi i)−n
∫
γ
ˆf (w¯)x¯−w¯dw¯. (6)
1 x¯w¯−1dx¯ is treated as ∏nj=1 xwi−1i dxi.
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If f (x¯) = ∏nj=1 f j(x j), then ˆf (w¯) = ∏nj=1 M { f j(x j);w j}. This allows the well de-
veloped properties of the univariate transform to be used to solve the multidimen-
sional case.
3 Partial Integro-Differential Equation for Option Pricing
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and risk-free rate r > 0, consider the exponential Le´vy model
Sti = S0iert+Lti as the asset price process for a multi-asset option on a filtered proba-
bility space (Ω ,F ,P). By the hypothesis of no-arbitrage, there exists a martingale
measure Q equivalent to P [12]. Since the discounted asset (e−rt ¯St)t∈[0,T ] is a mar-
tingale under Q, it follows that eLt is also a martingale. This leads to the following
condition on the Le´vy process of ¯St :
µi(σi,ν) =−r−
σ2i
2
−
∫
Rn
(ey− 1− y1|y|<1)νLi(dy). (7)
European option prices with fixed maturity T < ∞ can be calculated from a dis-
counted expectation of their payoff function θ ( ¯S) under Q. i.e.
V ( ¯S, t) = EQ
(
e−r(T−t)θ ( ¯S(T ))| ¯St = ¯S
)
. (8)
Theorem 2 ([10, Theorem 4.2.]). Let L be a Le´vy process with state space Rn
and characteristic triplet (µ¯ ,Σ ,ν). Assume that the function V ( ¯S, t) in (8) satisfies
V ( ¯S, t) ∈ C2,1
(
Rn+× (0,T )
)
∩C0(Rn+ ∪{0}× [0,T ]
)
. Then, V ( ¯S, t) is a classical
solution of the backward Kolmogorov equation:
∂V
∂ t +
1
2
n
∑
i, j=1
i6= j
ρi jσiσ jSiS jVSiS j +
1
2
n
∑
i=1
σ2i S2i VSiSi + r
n
∑
i=1
SiVSi − rV
+
∫
Rn
[
V ( ¯Sey)−V −
n
∑
i=1
(eyi − 1)SiVSi
]
ν(dy) = 0 (9)
on (0,T )×Rn+ where V ( ¯Sey) :=V (S1ey1 , ...,S2ey2 , t) and the terminal condition is
given by V ( ¯S,T ) = θ ( ¯S). 2
Note that the above PIDE formulation only considers the European case. Ameri-
can options differ in that they can be exercised at any time t < T < ∞. It is known
in the American case that a decomposition exists where the option value can be
represented as a sum of a European option and an early exercise premium i.e.
VA( ¯S, t) = VE( ¯S, t) +VEEP( ¯S, t) [2, 5]. Consider the ansatz that the solution to an
2 In the proof, θ is required to be Lipschitz continuous.
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inhomogenous PIDE (9) solves the American case. For notational simplicity, define
L [V ( ¯S)] and let f = f ( ¯S, t) so that the PIDE becomes,
∂V
∂ t +L [V (
¯S)] = f ; V ( ¯S,T ) = θ ( ¯S). (10)
Let V ( ¯S) be bounded when ¯S → ∞ and V (0, t) = Ke−r(T−t). The solution to (10) is
given by,
Theorem 3. Let ¯S = (S1, ...,Sn)′, w¯ = (w1, ...,wn)′, 0≤ τ ≤ T , and 0 < K,T,S j < ∞
for all 1≤ j ≤ n. For Lipschitz payoff θ ( ¯S), the value of a multi-asset option V ( ¯S,τ)
on n exponential Le´vy-driven assets is given by,
V ( ¯S,τ) = e−rτM−1
{
ˆθΦ(w¯i,τ)
}
+M−1
{∫ τ
0
ˆf Φ(w¯i,τ − s)e−r(τ−s)ds
}
(11)
where Φ(·) is the characteristic function of the Le´vy process in (1).
Proof. Consider the homogenous case. Apply Definition 1 to L [V ( ¯S)] to obtain
an expression for L [V (w¯)] where w¯ = (w1, ...,wn)′ are complex Mellin variables.
Since M {Vt ; w¯} = ˆVt by independence, an expression for the multidimensional
Mellin transform of the homogenous PIDE can be formed:
ˆVt(w¯, t) =−Q(w¯) ˆV (w¯, t) where Q(w¯) = L [ ˆV (w¯)]
ˆV =−Ψ(w¯i)− r (12)
via (7) and (2). Using the initial condition and solving for (12) yields ˆV (w¯, t) =
ˆθ (w¯)eQ(w¯)(T−t). Let τ = T −t. 3 Duhamel’s principle solves the inhomogenous prob-
lem by considering the contribution of f ( ¯S,s) when s < t. The result follows from
(1) and Theorem 1. ⊓⊔
When ˆf = 0, (11) is the value of a multi-asset European option. When ˆf 6= 0, (11)
is the value of a multi-asset American option. Hence, the second term of V ( ¯S,τ) rep-
resents the early exercise premium. To implement this formula, one must know (i)
the Mellin payoff ˆθ (w¯), (ii) the characteristic function (or exponent) of the Le´vy
process, and (iii) the Mellin transform of the exercise boundary ˆf (w¯). The subse-
quent section considers these three components for American basket put options
with an asset driven by GBM.
4 Application to American Basket Options
Consider the case where a put option on n Brownian motion assets has an arithmetic
basket payoff function given by θP( ¯S) = max(K −∑nj=1 S j) =
(
K −∑nj=1 S j)+. 4
3 The problem must be recast as an initial value problem to use Duhamel’s principle.
4 An explicit expression for the put of a basket payoff in terms of Fourier transforms is obtained
in [4] when K = 1. With an appropriate change of variables (u¯ = w¯i) their formula can be verified
using Proposition 1.
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One can prove the following alternate expression by induction and deduce the fun-
damental strip by the argument of its gamma functions.
Proposition 1. Let ¯S = (S1, ...,Sn)′, w¯ = (w1, ...,wn)′, 0≤ τ ≤ T, and 0< K,T,S j <
∞ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. For ℜ(w j)> 0, the put payoff function for a basket option is,
θP( ¯S) = M−1{ ˆθ(w¯)}= M−1
{ βn(w¯)K1+∑ w¯
(∑ w¯)(1+∑w¯)
}
(13)
where βn(w¯) denotes the multinomial beta function. 5
Knowing the exercise boundary allows us to solve for the Mellin transform of f :
ˆf (w¯) = −rKβn(w¯)∑ w¯ (S
∗(s))∑ w¯ (14)
where S∗ denotes the critical asset price. Furthermore, since the characteristic func-
tion of a Le´vy process exists by (1), the characteristic function of returns Φ(·)
driven by an n-dimensional Brownian motion is known. Hence, an expression for
the American basket put option on n risky assets driven by GBM is obtained using
ˆθ (w¯) in (13), (14), and Φ(·) in accordance with Theorem 3. By setting n = 2 we
obtain the American basket option formula derived in [8, 9]. If n = 1 we obtain the
Black-Scholes-Merton American option [5, 6]. Similarly, an expression for the call
option can be obtained by use of the generalized put-call parity relationship [3, 12].
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